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BCPD OFFICER JOHN GLENN ILLEGALLY ARRESTED A CITIZEN FOR MAKING A
POLITICAL STATEMENT, AND THEN LIED ON A DECLARATION OF PROBABLE
CAUSE (UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY) TO JUSTIFY THE WRONGFUL ARREST
From:
Date:
Contact:

Attorney Stephen P. Stubbs, Attorney for John Hunt
June 22, 2016
Attorney Stephen Stubbs; (702) 759-3224; stephen@stephenpstubbs.com

Attachment: Attorney Stephen Stubbs’s June 15, 2016 Motion to Dismiss, which includes
Officer John Glenn’s Declaration of Probable Cause
Available at the office of Stephen P. Stubbs, Attorney at Law (626 S. 3rd Street,
Las Vegas, NV 89101) are the video files that are referenced in this Press Release.
Feel free, to stop by and pick up a DVD.
This morning (June 22, 2016), John Hunt filed a criminal complaint with the Boulder City Police
Department against BCPD Officer John Glenn for perjury under NRS 199.145 (Category D
Felony). John Hunt sincerely hopes that the charge will be thoroughly investigated and that justice
will be served. John Hunt’s complaint was as follows:
On June 8, 2016, police were doing a cross-walk sting operation on Nevada Way. I
decided to exercise my right and make a political statement by lawfully crossing the
street at the crosswalk.
John Glenn arrested me and wrote a false report under penalty of perjury. Glenn
illegally arrested me, lied about what happened- all to justify his false arrest.
By the grace of God, there was a security camera recording at a neighboring business
that caught what actually happened on video. The video proved that John Glenn lied
on his report (under penalty of perjury) and falsely arrested me.
I want John Glenn prosecuted for perjury under NRS 199.145.
On June 8, 2016, the Boulder City Police Department, along with other law enforcement agencies,
were conducting a cross-walk sting operation in Boulder City Nevada, where an officer would step
into a crosswalk as vehicles approached, and law enforcement would pull over and issue citations
to motorists that did not stop for the pedestrian. John Hunt received a citation as a motorist in this
sting operation, and did not think that the police were being fair.
John Hunt objected to the fairness of the cross-walk sting operation because police were waiting
until the vehicles were going the speed limit (35 mph) and abruptly stepping into the crosswalk.
At 35 mph, the cars were not being given adequate time to stop, and multiple vehicles were being
cited.

Because John Hunt objected to the fairness of the cross-walk sting, John Hunt decided to make a
political statement by legally crossing the street in the cross walk while the cars were traveling at
a slower, reasonable speed. This was a harmless and legal political protest of what Mr. Hunt saw
as an unfair law enforcement trap.
Please note that, in Officer John Glenn’s Dash Cam video at 14:03-14:12, Officer Glenn
admits that he knew that John Hunt was making a political statement by walking across the
street in the cross-walk.
Knowing that John Hunt was making a political statement, Officer John Glenn wrongfully arrested
John Hunt for “resisting arrest” to stop John Hunt from making his political statement. Then,
because it is unlawful to arrest someone for resisting arrest without the person being arrested for
some underlying charge, Officer John Glenn fabricated a false and fictitious Declaration of
Probable Cause (under penalty of perjury) in an attempt to justify his actions. John Hunt was
wrongly arrested for “Failing to Yield as a Pedestrian” (NRS 484B.283) and “Resisting Arrest”
(NRS 199.280.3).
A local business happened to catch the action on their security cameras and shared the footage
with John Hunt’s father. Upon review of the security footage, it is clear that Officer John Glenn
completely lied on his Declaration of Probably Cause (under penalty of perjury). The mostrelevant, fictitious portion of John Glenn’s Declaration of Probable Cause is as follows:
“As the decoy was waiting to cross from the McDonalds side of the highway, I
observed a subject step out into the crosswalk from the McDonalds side without
looking to see if there was traffic coming. The vehicle in the #2 lane was able to stop
however the vehicle in the #1 lane had to slam on its brakes and skid to a stop before
hitting the subject.” Officer Glenn’s Declaration of Probable Cause and Detention,
Lines 5-10.
The security footage clearly shows that the vehicles were moving well under the 35 mph speed
limit, and John Hunt legally cross the street in the cross-walk while the vehicles safely yielded
to John Hunt. The security footage further shows that the vehicle in the #1 lane did not slam
on its brakes, skid to a stop, nor hit John Hunt. Officer John Glenn clearly lied in his report
under penalty of perjury.
Attorney Stephen Stubbs gave the security footage to the City Attorney of Boulder City, and filed
a Motion to Dismiss on June 15, 2016. However, on June 21, 2015, hours before Attorney Stubbs’s
motion was to be heard, the City Attorney filed his own Motion to Dismiss and all charges were
dismissed (including the traffic citation) before any argument was made on Stephen Stubbs’s June
15, 2016 Motion. The matter is closed in the criminal courts.
It is interesting to also note that Officer John Glenn is 2nd in command at the BCPD, was a 2 time
interim police chief, and was Boulder City’s 2013 Employee of the Year.

